Abstract| P art decomposition and, conversely, the construction of composite objects out of individual parts have long been recognized as ubiquitous and essential mechanisms involving abstraction. This applies, in particular, in areas such a s CAD, manufacturing, software development, and computer graphics. Although the part-of relationship is distinguished in object-oriented modeling techniques, it ranks far behind the concept of generalization/specialization and a rigorous de nition of its semantics is still missing. In this paper we rst show i n w h i c h w ays a shift in emphasis on the part-of relationship leads to analysis and design models that are easier to understand and to maintain. We then investigate the properties of part-of relationships in order to de ne their semantics. This is achieved by means of a categorization of part-of relationships and by associating semantic constraints with individual categories. We further suggest a precise and, compared with existing techniques, less redundant speci cation of constraints accompanying part-of categories based on the degree of exclusiveness and dependence of parts on composite objects. Although the approach appears generally applicable, the object-oriented Uni ed Modeling Language (UML) is used to present our ndings. Several examples demonstrate the applicability of the categories introduced.
I. Introduction
The generalization/specialization and the classi cation/instantiation relationships have long been in the lead of attracting the interest of the semantic-and the objectoriented modeling communities 51] have shown that parts play an important role in the human thought process and not only are distinguished from other attributes of concepts, but play a leading role in describing and distinguishing concepts. Within computer science, the need for part decomposition can be found in many advanced modeling domains such as CAD, manufacturing, software development, graphics, etc. Not surprisingly, s e veral proposals on capturing the semantics of parts have been made, in order to produce models that more closely re ect (some aspects of) the real world ( 42] 
, 39], 16]).
A recent s u r v ey of some of the research i n the context of object-oriented knowledge base-and information systems appears in 1] .
Due to recent and broad interest in modeling parts and the fact that the term part has an intuitive meaning that tends to di er from author to author, currently there exist several proposals for modeling the relationships between parts and the composite object(s) they constitute. Unfortunately, individual proposals are incoherent and even partly contradictory. Confusion exists concerning the precise meaning of parts and part-whole relationships. For example, what precisely should be modeled as a part-whole relationship as opposed to an ordinary association between objects? Should the part-of relationship be distinguished from the member-of relationship that is used to model the association between a collection or grouping and its members, such a s \ P erson member-of Club"? Well known object-oriented (OO) UML 5] share the feature of distinguishing the part-of relationship from ordinary associations. There is, however, little consensus on the precise meaning of the part-of relationship. As illustrated in Table I , inconsistent terms are used and only Embley et al. 13 ] distinguish the part-of from the (nontransitive) member-of relationship. In general there is little agreement on whether or which subcategories of part-whole relationships should be distinguished. Confusion arises because the term \aggregation" is used synonymously with \part composition." This use is correct for data structures that are composed of or aggregated from components such as record elds, but it is de nitely incorrect for real-world objects. For instance, an address and an owner are never part-of a house, although they may w ell be components of the data structure aggregating information on a house. In order to avoid such confusion, Section II attempts to introduce an unambiguous terminology for part-whole concepts.
A further source of confusion lies in the properties of part-whole relationships, such as transitivity, that will be discussed in the next Section. Next, a n umb e r o f s u b c a tegories of part-whole relationships with particular semantics have been introduced in the literature. Despite serious e orts on formalization, the semantics of many o f t h e subcategories unfortunately appear ambiguous, and/or redundant terms are being introduced. Research focusing on part-whole relationship categories is surveyed in Section V-A. Furthermore, as opposed to static constraints, dynamic aspects of part-whole relationships are hardly considered in current approaches. An exception is, e.g., O * 8] , that provides linguistic means to express dynamic aspects of the composition of objects. As another exception, Hartmann et al. 19 ] discuss event calling and shared events, but focus on dynamic composition of objects by actions rather than on deriving categories of part-of relationships.
In this paper we argue why it is worthwhile to distinguish part-of relationships from ordinary associations and OOterms categories of characterization, method used part-of relationship comment, example Booch has-relationship by-value aggregation part p is a part of the state of whole w, aggregation by-reference aggregation attributes are considered parts OMT part-of-relationship not distingusished attributes are not considered parts, operation aggregation propagation to be considered Jacobson consists-of relationship not distinguished an aggregate is composed of other objects, its parts composition partonomies are considered Martin/ composed-of relationship mutable composition composition is the act or result of forming Odell composition immutable composition an object from its component p a r t s Embley part-of-relationship part-of distinguished attributes are considered parts, e.g., aggregation from member-of Ordernumber part-of Order but: Student m e m ber-of StudentClub UML whole-part relationship by-value aggregation composition indicates that the lifetime of the parts version 0.9 aggregation or composition is dependent on the lifetime of the whole and 1.0 by-reference aggregation by-value aggregation is semantically equivalent t o an attribute properties: transitivity, a n tisymmetry show i n which w ay additional semantics can be captured.
In particular, we focus on categories of part-of relationships and their speci cation. Unlike other research that views part-whole relations from a logico-philosophical or cognitive-linguistic perspective (such as the majority of papers in the special issue on modeling parts and wholes in 17]), our approach is strongly information systems oriented, its major objective being the improvement o f i n f o rmation systems development techniques. In this context, i t w i l l b e s h o wn how some of the previously de ned categories can be speci ed by means of cardinality constraints whereas others require additional notation. It will be argued that, whenever possible, cardinality constraints shall be used in order to prevent a proliferation of concepts and redundant speci cations. Further, some frequently occurring life-cycle based constraints regarding separability, m utability, deletion-dependence, and lifetime-dependence will be introduced. It will be argued that all these constraints can easily be captured during the analysis phase, since they build on concepts that are familiar to any domain expert. Also, the constraints can easily be expressed using stereotypes, as de ned in UML (Uni ed Modeling Language, 5]). Furthermore UML's sequence diagrams are employed to dene those constraints that are based on the dependence of a part object's life-cycle on the life-cycle of the whole object (see Appendix).
Although the concepts introduced and revisited in this paper are generally applicable in conceptual modeling of part-whole relationships, we use object-oriented terminology and the UML notation 36] for presentation purposes. UML was chosen because it explicitly distinguishes part-of relationships from ordinary associations and provides linguistic means for specifying general constraints and cardinality constraints, the latter in a highly expressive w ay 26].
In particular, the objectives of this research are to provide means for a transparent speci cation of part-whole relationships, clarify confusion about the semantics of part-whole categories, introduce categories of part-whole relationships based on constraints regarding object life-cycles, illustrate how constraints can be captured during the detailed analysis phase, illustrate the relevance of the concepts introduced by several examples. The next Section introduces basic terminology and discusses general properties of part-whole relationships. Section III focuses on constraints accompanying subcategories of the part-of relationship and aims to clarify some current confusions. Its nal part underlines the applicability of the concepts introduced by applying them in a software development setting. In Section IV, the process of specifying part-of-relationships and their categories within OO analysis and design is discussed. The fth Section relates our research to previous work on part-of categories and on dependence. Finally, the conclusion discusses the consequences and relevance of our ndings and points to further research.
In general, the paper aims to be precise in nature despite relying on several examples.
II. Terminology and Properties of Part-Whole Relationships
A. Terminology In order to ensure the proper interpretation of this paper, it rst has to be clari ed which concept precisely we keep in mind when talking about parts and part-whole relationships. The following de nition results from the consultation of several dictionaries. It was rst given by 45] and will be adopted in this article to characterize parts.
\A part is one of the segments or portions into which something is regarded as divided a part is less than a whole together, parts constitute a whole." An immediate consequence of this de nition is that the is-part-of (or brie y part-of) relationship that interconnects a part and a whole must not be confused with the more general concept of an is-aggregate-of relationship that interconnects an arbitrary object or attribute with some complex object or aggregate. The di erence between aggregation and composition can best be appreciated when considering an example. Figure 1 shows the concept of a room as a composite object consisting of the parts oor, walls, window, and door (left hand side), and as an aggregate of the constituents owner, size, and location (right hand side). When considering the semantics of concepts in the real world, it is evident that the concept of an owner may be associated with a room but clearly is not part of a room. Parts generally tend to be characterized by o n e o r more of the following properties:
spatial and/or temporal proximity with respect to one another and/or the composite propagation of some structural and behavioral properties from part to whole propagation of some structural and behavioral properties from whole to part particular ordering or constellation (wrt. space and/or time) of parts that constitute a whole. The di erence between parts and arbitrarily associated concepts is less clear, however, when working with the representations of concepts. When talking about the data structures that represent the concepts within a model, both owner and oor can be regarded as parts (e.g., record components) of the data structure modeling a concept. In fact, much of the semantics of parts applies precisely to datastructures, referred to as complex objects and their components 21], since these can be regarded as arti cial objects. Due to this analogy, special care must be taken to identify the context of discourse|is it (models of) real-world objects or (models of) data structures representing these objects|in order to avoid misinterpretations of the two related concepts 34], 31].
B. Transitivity
Having identi ed composition as special case of aggregation, let us brie y review some interesting results from cognitive science regarding part categories and transitivity. In e orts directed towards de ning a taxonomy o f s emantic relationships, Winston et Relations belonging to the same subcategory are more similar in terms of sharing values for three features called relational elements. More precisely, two part-whole relations belong to the same category if and only if they share values for the relational elements functionality, separability, and homogeneity 51]. It is argued that transitivity a l w ays holds when semantic relations of the same category are combined, but does not necessarily hold in combinations crossing categories. For instance, from the two premises: Conductor's arm part-of Conductor and Conductor part-of Orchestra, it may not be concluded that: Conductor's arm part-of Orchestra.
Keeping transitivity in mind, a closer look at the examples and results in 51] lead one of the authors 30] to suggest a di erent partitioning of part-whole relationships on top of that proposed by Winston et al. The strategy thereby has been to group those part-whole relationship categories which, when combined by transitivity, lead to acceptable results, while separating those which lead to erroneous implications. In brief, if the semantic categories member/collection, stu /object, and noun-feature/activity are modeled by means other than part semantics, i.e., by ordinary associations, we h a ve observed that the remaining part-whole relation categories, making up the core part-of relationships, exhibit transitive behavior if combined in any arbitrary way. Explicitly, the following categories are dened as belonging to the core part-of relationships. Figure 2 that is primarily aimed at clarifying the notion of part-of relationship underlying this work.
Note that inferences resulting from transitivity can safely be drawn within the core part-of relationships 30]. This, however, does not apply to member-of relationships, as shown by a simple example: Person member-of SportsClub SportsClub member-of RecreationalInstitutions does not imply Person member-of RecreationalInstitutions. Hence, excluding the member-of relationship from the core part-of relations helps the latter to remain transitive. This conclusion smoothly ts the conceptual modeling perspective, which traditionally has suggested the concept of grouping, collection, o r association (in a specialized meaning) to model member/collection relationships 6], 37], 33]. Note that the ndings regarding transitivity reported in 30] and summarized in this article do not match UML's properties of aggregation. In UML, the part-whole relationship is speci ed to be transitive, although it is not restricted to encompass only the core part-of relationships.
C. General Properties of Part-of Relationships
Part-of relationships have c haracteristic properties that give room for de ning semantic constraints. One of these properties is the directedness or antisymmetry of the partof relationship. It interconnects an object playing the role of the part with an object playing the role of the whole. The situation is reversed for the has-part relationship, which i s the inverse of the part-of relationship in that it points from a whole to its part. Typically, an object playing the role of a whole is the source of two or more has-part relationships that interconnect the whole with its parts.
A further characteristic of part-of relationships is that they give rise to hierarchies (lattices) of parts resulting in levels of (de)composition. Computationally, this is particularly relevant for propagations of operations. Propagation may concern speci c operations in general and the delete operation in particular. As an example of an operation that is propagated from a whole object to all its parts consider the formatting of a document that includes formatting each paragraph, word and character. The propagation of the delete operation has been termed cascaded delete. Under speci c circumstances (discussed in Section III) the deletion of a root object may result in the deletion of all its part objects.
Besides directedness and the tendency to form hierarchies, part-of relationships, in general, di er from most other reference relationships (often called associations) in that they are not unique with respect to one object type. In other words, there can be more than one relationship called part-of, and there typically are more has-part relationships emanating from one object type. This re ects the real-world phenomenon that whole-objects (in brief wholes) consist of more than one part and that, under certain circumstances, parts may be shared among wholes.
Another property of part-of relationships that is closely related to their hierarchy forming tendency is their ability to structure complex descriptions to make them more understandable. By modeling and remodeling numerous examples, we found out that representing a system as a partonomy (part-of hierarchy) rst and adding ordinary associations only later signi cantly increases the understandability o f a m o d e l . Thus, we conjecture that a partonomydriven model has the potential of leading to class association diagrams that are easier to understand and to maintain. A brief example aimed at demonstrating the organizational impact of part-of relationships is given in Figures 3  and 4 . Both gures model a weather monitoring system according to the requirements speci cation given in 4], p. 294. Figure 3 contains Booch's version of the class association diagram, which h a s been slightly simpli ed and remodeled using the UML notation. Figure 4 presents the weather monitoring system's partonomy. Comparing the two diagrams, we consider Figure 4 more helpful in understanding the basic structure of the system, which is otherwise buried in numerous special-purpose associations. The point w e w ant to make i s t h a t a p u r e partonomy has the potential of very clearly exposing the system structure. In many applications, it could serve as a foundation for building a more encompassing class association diagram in a follow up step.
A related advantage of considering object composition lies in the simpli cation of the dynamic model. This is because state-transition diagrams for individual components (with non-trivial behavior) can be constructed, which tend to exhibit simpler behavior than the composite object and thus lead to simpler diagrams. The composition of these component diagrams re ects the behavior of the composite object, which, if modeled as a whole, tends to exhibit complex states with numerous transitions.
Our observations regarding the structuring impact of part-of relationships are supported by research in cognitive science. For example, Tversky and Hemmenway 45] let subjects list attributes of biological and arti cial concepts such as bird, tree, table, etc. They found that part attributes had a signi cant share: on the average, 58 % of all attributes listed for arti cial objects and 42.7 % of all attributes listed for biological objects were parts! The prevalence of part-attributes in Tversky's experiments can be interpreted to indicate that the part-of relation is an important abstraction underlying the organization of human knowledge and hence facilitates the comprehension of analogously structured models. Within software development, a stronger emphasis on part-decomposition has been advocated, amongst others, by Gamma et al. 15] and Maciaszek et al. 27] . Both groups point to signi cant advantages that result from employing part-of relations to supplant certain uses of generalization/specialization. In their book on design patterns, Gamma et al. 15 , pages 19 and 20] note that \favoring object composition over class inheritance helps you keep each class encapsulated and focused on one task. Designers overuse inheritance as a reuse technique, and designs are often made more reusable (and simpler) by depending more on object composition." Part-of relationships are applied frequently in the design patterns. Maciaszek et al. 27 ] compare a database modeled with emphasis on the generalization concept with one based on part-whole decomposition. The comparison is based on the distinction of four kinds of transactions, namely elemental, set-based, dynamic classi cation, and schema evolution transactions. The authors conclude that in the \aggregation"-based model, all four kinds of transactions can be answered in a way that is often easier, is free of undesired side-e ects, and is at least as e cient a s i n t h e generalization-based model. Maciaszek et al. 27 ] go even as far as proposing \aggregation" to drive all modeling activities and to dictate the overall structure of object solutions.
III. Categories of Part-of Relationships
In the following, we suggest ways to capture additional semantics of individual part-of relationship categories in object oriented analysis and design models, such as OMT's or UML's class diagrams. We aim at using as many of the more traditional concepts and introducing as few novel concepts as possible. A detailed comparison with previous research will follow in Section V.
A. Notation
The following conventions are used for naming. Names starting with an upper case letter denote types. In particular, W, WX, W Y , : : : denote types playing the role of the whole (in brief: whole-types) and P, P X , P Y , : : : denote types acting as parts (in brief: part-types) in a part-of relationship set (compare, for example Figure 5 (a). At the instance level, individual part-of relationships then hold between instances which have names starting with lower case letters, such a s p, p 1 , p 2 , p n , w 1 , w 2 , wx 1 . Cardinality constraints will always be given as range restrictions of the form \min value..max value." For example, the constraint \0..1" in Figure 5 (b) speci es that an engine is part-of at least zero and at most one car. In case that the value of the lower or the upper bound is irrelevant for the speci cation of some constraint, the respective bound is denoted by a dash (\-"). For example, the lower bound in Figure 5 (a) can be either zero or one.
Following 36] and 5], part-of relationships are graphically distinguished from ordinary references by having a diamond on the edge emanating from the whole-type. For reasons of focus, (cardinality) constraints in the gures (except for Figure 12 ) will be speci ed only in the direction of the is-part-of relationship. (Note that the sides on which cardinality constraints are speci ed in 36] are reverse to those in ER diagrams and, for example in 13].) Note that part-of categories and accompanying constraints are speci ed at the type level in order to apply to all instances of the respective t ypes and their particular part-of interconnections.
B. Two Dimensions of Categorisation
In order to specify the semantics of part-of relationships, two dimensions can be distinguished. The rst indicates the degree of sharing of parts among whole objects and reaches from arbitrary sharing to total exclusiveness. The second dimension speci es the degree of dependence between some part object and some whole object(s). It reaches from complete independence to lifetime dependence.
Note that while the rst dimension gives rise to purely static constraints, the second involves the life-cycles of part-and whole objects and thus calls for the consideration of event sequences, such as the creation and deletion of objects. Also note that the two dimensions are complementary is so far as the description of a particular part-of relationship requires the speci cation of both dimensions. As should become clear soon, the two dimensions are almost, but not completely, orthogonal.
B.1 Sharing of Parts Among Whole Objects
In presenting individual categories of part-of relationships based on the degree of sharing, we start by discussing the two extremes, namely total exclusiveness and arbitrary sharing. This is continued by exploring di erent categories of exclusiveness and the respective semantic constraints. In all cases, the semantics of interconnection is that of a reference rather than a copy. (The form of implementation, namely by reference or by v alue, should be decided during the design phase only.)
Total exclusiveness. A part-of reference is totally exclusive if there exists exactly one immediate part-of link from a part-type P to a whole-type W and for each instance p of P there exists at most one instance w of W such t h a t p part-of w. (2) ((p k part-of w i^pk part-of wx j ) ) (w i = wx j _ w i part-of wx j ))
In this case, the maximum cardinality on the side of the whole-type is one (whereas the minimum cardinality m a y be zero or one). The cardinality constraint (compare line 2 above), however, on its own does not su ce to capture the fact that no other part-of link may emanate from the parttype. Therefore, it also has to be stated that the part-of link is inter-class exclusive, which can be done by annotating the part-of link with the interExcl constraint, as illustrated in Figure 5(a) .
As an example consider CarEngine part-of Car as depicted in Figure 5 (b). Total exclusiveness, speci ed by t h e combination of a maximum cardinality of one on the side of the whole-type and the interExcl constraint, means that, at one point in time, an engine may be (direct) part of at most one car (and of nothing else except for the transitive closure). The dash in the minimum part of the cardinality constraint indicates that this information is irrelevant for specifying the total exclusiveness constraint. It is noteworthy that the cardinality constraint per se does not su ce to guarantee total exclusiveness, since other part-of relationships from P could exist in the model.
Note that for all cases of exclusiveness, the term partof more precisely should mean \immediate part-of". This is because inferences via transitivity must be considered.
Thus, P exclusive part-of W and W exclusive part-of WX allows one to infer P part-of WX(as captured by the \or"-clauses in the de nition).
Arbitrary sharing. On the other extreme, a partof reference with no constraint regarding exclusiveness is called shared. A part-of link from P to W is shared, if there may exist further shared or intra-class exclusive ( s e e below) links from P to whole-types WX, W Y , etc., and if for each instance p of P there may exist more than one instance of W: w 1 , w 2 , : : : such t h a t p part-of w 1 , p part-of w 2 , e t c . Inter-class exclusiveness. A part-of link from P to W is inter-class exclusive (interExcl), if there exists exactly one part-of link from a part-type P to a whole-type W and if for each instance p of P there may exist more than one instance of W: w 1 , w 2 , : : : such that p part-of w 1 , p part-of w 2 , etc. The formalization of this constraint basically amounts to the rst and third implication of the total exclusiveness constraint.
As an example, consider the relationship WindowsMessage part-of WindowsProgram (see Figure 7 (b)), with the semantics that a Windows message may b e p a r t o f s e v eral Windows programs, but not of anything else. The schema for inter-class exclusive parts is given in Figure 7 (a).
Intra-class exclusiveness. A part-of link from P to W is intra-class exclusive, if there may exist further shared or intra-class exclusive links from P to whole-types WX, W Y , etc. and for each instance p of P there exists at most one instance w of W such that p part-of w. The formalization of this constraint basically amounts to the second line of the total exclusiveness constraint. Figure 8 (b) depicts the situation that a paper may b e a n intra-class exclusive part-of a journal (Paper intraExclPartof Journal) as well as an intra-class exclusive part-of conference proceedings (Paper intraExclPart-of Proceedings), but may appear in a journal or in proceedings at most once, respectively. Figure 8 (a) illustrates the general schema for intra-class exclusive part-of relationships. Note that intraclass exclusiveness can adequately be expressed by constraining the maximum cardinality of a part-of link to be one.
Selective exclusiveness. In the case that only a single part-of link may exist, but its whole-type may b e chosen among a selection of whole-types W, WX, : : : , a part-of reference is called selectively exclusive. In the case that all potential part-of links have a maximum cardinality o f one on the whole-type's side, the part-of relationship is called selectively intra-class exclusive. Selective exclusiveness is graphically denoted by i n terconnecting the respective part-of links with a dashed line and by labeling it with the selExcl constraint. This notation is derived from the OMT and UML speci cation of constraints on relationships. The de nition of selective exclusiveness equals that of inter-class exclusiveness, except for requiring that WX bechosen from a given set of whole types.
As an example for selective i n tra-class exclusiveness consider Pedal part-of Bicycle or Tricycle. As shown in Figure 9(a) , this relationship is selectively intra-class exclusive since it carries the semantics that a pedal object may be part-of at most one object which is either a bicycle or a tricycle. More generally, m ulti-functional, physical parts like screws, batteries, etc. tend to be selectively exclusive. Note that selective exclusiveness can be modeled by introducing a superclass of the part-types and specifying a part-of link from this superclass to the whole-type. This is shown in Figure 9 (b), which introduces the class TwoOrThreeWheeledNonMotorVehicle. Nevertheless, we argue that in many cases the common superclass will be arti cial, and, consequently, shall not be included in the analysis model.
Note that cardinality constraints may be associated with the selective exclusiveness constraint in order to provide aggregate information on the selection viewed as a whole. Whereas the maximum cardinality a t the selective exclusiveness constraint can be automatically deduced to be the maximum of the respective cardinalities on the side of the whole-types, the minimum cardinality, i n g e n e r a l , m ust be speci ed manually. It will be set to one in the case that the part must be interconnected with at least one whole and all whole-types in the selection have a minimum cardinality of zero (compare Figure 10) . As an example consider a publication that, for the sake of this example, must be part of either a book, a journal, or proceedings, but may be published at most once (compare Figure 10(b) ). If, on the other hand, the part-type does not necessarily have t o be interconnected to any whole-type, the minimum cardinality following the selExcl constraint will be set to zero (compare Figure 9) . Table II gives an overview on the individual part-of categories regarding the degree of sharing and lists the respective constraints.
Schema evolution based on categories of exclusiveness/sharing. The di erent degrees of exclusiveness constrain the insertion of part-of links or, in other words, the construction of composite object types (whole-types) out of part-types. The individual constraints concern the type (or class) level in so far as they express incompatibilities among part-of links that emanate from one part-type and are associated with di erent constraints on exclusiveness/sharing. They are intended to complement cardinality constraints that typically constrain insert, update, and delete operations on the object level. The following rules should be understood as extensions and complements to a rule termed \Make-Component Rule" in 25], page 339. That rule speci es under which conditions an object may be inserted as a component of some whole object. The rules given below a r e i n tended to be incorporated into class diagram editors in order to monitor adherence to the respective constraints. Exclusiveness/sharing of course can also be considered in the reverse, has-part, direction. Due to the de nition of a whole as consisting of more than one part, total exclusiveness and selective i n tra-class exclusiveness must not apply to has-part relationships. Inter-class exclusiveness characterizes wholes that consist of parts all of which have the same type, such as slice part-of pie. A special case of interclass exclusiveness are recursive objects, such as recursive data structures, where the composite and its parts all are of the same type. B.2 Degree of Dependence/Independence Among Partand Whole Objects As with the previous dimension, we start by considering the two extremes along the dependence/independence dimension. Related work regarding dependence is discussed in Section V-B.
Lifetime dependence. A dependent part-of relationship between a part-type P and a whole-type W is one, in which the existence of each part-object p i of type P depends on the existence of one and the same whole-object w i of type W throughout the lifetime of the part-object.
More precisely, the semantics we propose to associate with dependence might be called lifetime-dependence 24], although we use the shorter term in this article. This kind of dependence can be speci ed by setting the minimum cardinality on the side of the whole-type to one and, in addition, by associating the part-of link with the dependent constraint, as shown on the left -hand side of Figure 11 . As an example consider Frame dependent part-of Car, illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 11 . Figure 10 . This means that the part depends on the existence of at least one whole-object within the selection and, once interconnected, may not be separated from it. In order to achieve this semantics in the example, the dependence constraint m ust be added to the speci cation of the individual or the aggregated cardinality bounds. A more comprehensive example given in Figure 12 further illustrates dependent part-of relationship categories.
Independence. On the other extreme, in an independent part-of relationship between P and W there may e xist objects of type P that are not linked to any object of W. An independent (part-of) relationship is characterized by h a ving zero as the minimum cardinality on the side of the whole-type and by the absence of any other constraint regarding the dependent/independent dimension, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 9 . An independent partof relationship is also called optional. Note that dependence/independence equally can be speci ed for has-part relationships in a dual way. An example of a whole-object that depends on its component object throughout its lifetime is a car for which Car has-dependent-part Frame.
Essentiality. A constraint sometimes confused with dependence is that of essentiality. A part-of relationship between a part-type P and a whole-type W is essential or mandatory, if each part-object p i of type P must be interconnected to at least one arbitrary whole-object w i of type W. This can be speci ed by setting the minimum cardinality on the side of the whole-type to one (and refraining from the dependence constraint). Thus, comparing dependence and essentiality, it follows that essentiality imposes a w eaker constraint and hence forms a prerequisite to (lifetime) dependency. As an example of an essential part-of relationship consider Module part-of-essential Workspace, meaning that every module in one design must belong to some workspace. Yet, a module may be checked out of some workspace in order to be included in a di erent one.
Note that the essentiality constraint, expressed solely by a minimum cardinality of one is not con ned to characterize part-whole relationships, but rather can be applied to arbitrary relationships. An insightful discussion on this topic appears in 49]. An example for applying essentiality for the has-part relationship is Subsystem has-essential-part Module, meaning that any subsystem must be associated with at least one module. Due to the general applicability of the essentiality constraint, cardinality constraints should be the way essentiality/optionality is captured within an analysis model. Life-cycle based constraints. Before moving on, let us mention a brief consideration regarding the speci cation of constraints that address the life-cycles of objects. In accordance with 40], an object life-cycle (OLC) is a sequence of legal events for a given object, say o, where an event causes a state change. Each OLC starts with a creation event, create(o) and ends with a deletion event, delete(o) such that create(o) occurs before delete(o) (written as create(o) < delete(o)). One signi cant advantage of object-oriented models over semantic ones is their ability to capture the behavior of objects. Consequently, c o nstraints concerning object life-cycles can be expressed much more directly and, furthermore, appear more relevant for describing the semantics of objects and their interrelationships. Below, this general observation is exploited in order to further re ne the semantics of part-of relationships along the dependent/independent dimension.
A closer look at the dependence constraint r e v eals that it di ers from all the other constraints discussed above i n one major respect: dependence is based on the observation of the life-cycle of a part object rather than on individual snapshots as, for instance, is the case with essentiality. In the following, we analyze the meaning of the dependence constraint for exclusive (or selectively intra-class exclusive) part-of relationships and proceed by extracting three subconstraints to be imposed on the life-cycles of part and whole objects in order to derive further useful categories of part-of relationships. Dependence in the case of shared parts is discussed in the end of this Subsection. Note that below w e s t e p down to the object level in order to investigate the dependence constraint. The constraint can be raised to the class or type level if it shall be imposed on all instances of the respective classes.
Dependence constrains operations and their sequences regarding the following three kinds of events. First, any dependent p a r t m ust be created after or concurrently with its parent composite object. Second, a dependent part-of may not be disconnected since the part would not 'survive' a separation from its parent. Consequently, the part-of link interconnecting the part-object with its parent m a y n o t b e updated and will be referred to as immutable. Third, a dependent part must be deleted before or concurrently with its parent (written as \ " below). Thus, the deletion of a composite implies the deletion of its dependent parts. Note that dependence imposes constraints on the sequence of events, i.e., on the life-cycles of the parts in relation to whole-objects. A full formalization of the dependence constraint would require the formal de nition of objects, object types, events, event t ypes and sequence restrictions on events regarding objects of di erent t ypes. Process algebras providing these de nitions have been introduced, for example in 11], 41], 19]. We refrain from introducing these de nitions since, in our view, they do not reveal new insights regarding our objectives. Readers interested in a simple speci cation of the (lifetime) dependence constraint via UML's sequence diagrams are referred to the appendix. Below, a simpli ed version of the dependence constraint i s given by the implication: p dependent part-of w ) (create(w) create(p))p art-of link between (p w)
is not updated after create(p)( delete(p) delete(w))]
In the following, the three subconstraints making up dependence will be referred to as creation-implication, immutability, a n d deletion-implication, respectively. Interestingly, as shown below, combination leads to further relevant categories on the one hand and to the conclusion that the three subconstraints cannot freely be combined, on the other hand. Note that essentiality, expressed by a minimum cardinality of one on the side of the whole-type implies creation-implication, but none of the other two s u bconstraints. In particular, an essential part-of relationship is associated with the constraints that the part-object p must be created after or concurrently with some parent object w. In the case of deletion of a whole-object w, partobjects for whom w has been essential must become parts of some other object w 0 , if they shall not be deleted. Typically, database systems choose to prohibit the deletion of w in the case that the deletion of p causes inconsistent states. Table III considers all possible combinations of the three subconstraints and de nes the notation for the resulting constraint and the corresponding part-of relationship category (see the fourth column). The rightmost column lists examples that conform to the respective constraints. In Table III , a \+" indicates that the subconstraint applies, a \-" denotes the absence of the subconstraint category names appear in quotes (\ ").
As a result of the above ndings we propose to complement the dependence/independence dimension by the categories given in Table III . Similar to the exclusive/shared dimension, the new categories of part-of relationships cannot be expressed by cardinality constraints only, but need additional notation as discussed below.
A part-of relationship is immutable if some part p that is interconnected with some whole w may not be disconnected from w via an update of the respective part-of link. Note that the minimum cardinality o f i m m utable parts may b e 0 or 1, depending on whether the creation of the part shall imply the creation of the whole. A part-of relationship is called deletionDependent if a part p may be created independently of some whole w of wholetype W and if p may b e interconnected with di erent whole objects from W (subject to cardinality bounds), but if the deletion of the last reference from some w from W shall cause the deletion of p. A part-of relationship is called nonSeparable, i f a p a r t p may be created independently of some whole w but, once interconnected with w, may not be disconnected (neither via an update of the part-of link nor by t h e sole deletion of w).
A totally exclusive and nonseparable part-of relationship is exempli ed by the situation of Chip part-of Motherboard 47] . Once a chip joins a motherboard, it may n o t b e r eleased to be used with another motherboard, although the chip may be fabricated separately and hence is independent of a motherboard at creation time.
Up to this point w e h a ve discussed dependence for exclusive parts. In the case of shared, dependent parts, i.e., there exists a shared, dependent part-of link between the class P of part objects and the class W of whole objects, the three subconstraints need to be adapted. Creation-implication requires that there exist at least one whole object to which the newly created part may be associated. Immutability comes into e ect only if there exists just a single part-whole interconnection on the object level. In this case, the situation corresponds to the one discussed for exclusive parts. The most signi cant di erence between the exclusive a n d shared cases concerns deletion-implication. This is because a shared dependent part is deleted only after the last whole object, to which the part is associated, is deleted. More formally, let P shared dependent part-of W, P part-of WX, In the formula, the whole type WX stands for some arbitrary type of whole objects that is di erent f r o m t ype W.
As an example of a shared dependent part-of relationship, consider \Terminal-process part-of Network." An unintelligent terminal may be part of more than one computer network. The terminal-process becomes obsolete when the last network connection is removed.
C. Example Partonomy with Constraints
The fragment o f t h e composition of an application system shown in Figure 12 exempli es a logical rather than physical part hierarchy. Hence, shared parts, recognized by a maximum cardinality larger than one on the side of the whole-type prevail. Semantic constraints are given not only in the is part-of direction, but also in its inverse, the has-part direction. This is done in order to illustrate the applicability of the constraints in both directions as well as in order to provide a complete class partonomy diagram in UML notation. In the example, exclusiveness primarily serves to achieve uniqueness, as shown by specifying that an interface and an implementation are totally exclusive parts of a module. The selective exclusiveness constraint associated with the dashed line interconnecting the part-of links between Module part-of TestWorkspace and Module part-of Subsystem speci es that each module is part of either the testworkspace or a subsystem, in the case that it participates in a part-whole interconnection. The part-of links between module and subsystem and between module and testworkspace furthermore are independent, indicating that individual modules do not depend on being interconnected to some subsystem. Whereas a module may belong to at most one subsystem, a subsystem may b e p a r t o f a n y arbitrary number of con gurations. A con guration may be created only after at least one subsystem exists that is to become part-of the con guration. As soon as the last con guration including a particular subsystem is deleted, the subsystem itself is deleted along with the con guration. Returning to the composition of a module, the latter may be composed of arbitrary many application-and/or library classes. Each application class is a totally exclusive, dependent part of a module, as speci ed by the interExcl and dependent constraints along with a minimum cardinality o f o n e o n t h e side of Module. Library class is also part of at least one class library. Complementarily, a class library may be either empty or hold library classes as independent, shared parts. The editor, the class library and a compiler are speci ed optional, shared parts of a software package. The compiler and the class library are further speci ed as immutable, in order to indicate that the identity of the package would have t o b e changed in the case of a substitution of these parts.
IV. Specification of Part-of-Categories during the Development Process
After having de ned various kinds of part-of categories, in this Section we p r o vide some guidelines regarding the integration of these categories into the software development process. For this reason let us rst review the process of constructing the object model in OMT 2 . During the anal-ysis phase, the following steps are performed:
1. Identify objects and classes. 2. Prepare a data dictionary. 3. Identify associations, including aggregations, between objects. 4. Identify attributes of objects and links. 5. Organize and simplify object classes using inheritance. 6. Verify that access paths exist for likely queries. 7. Iterate and re ne the model. 8. Group classes into modules. During design, the pure application orientation of the object model is complemented by an implementation view. Typically, data structures to implement application classes and the user interface are designed.
Emphasizing object composition and its semantics as suggested in this article, we propose to re ne the process such that in step three of the initial object model construction , in the rst place, all part-of relationships are identi ed, a partonomy of the system is constructed and only afterwards the partonomy is complemented by ordinary associations.
In Section II-C we argued that experience with remodeling several examples along the abovementioned guideline has shown that the resulting partonomies provide easy-tounderstand sketches of the system structure that can easily be extended with ordinary associations to result in full class diagrams.
In order to construct the partonomy, for each application class identi ed in step one, its components and/or encompassing classes should be investigated and speci ed. Thereby the criteria for part-of relationships discussed in Section II may be applied. For relationships where it is unclear whether they are part-whole, ordinary associations can be drawn and marked for investigation later (e.g., in step 7 above).
Once the gross class diagram is constructed, each relationship should be associated with cardinality bounds. Part-of relationships, in addition, should be investigated for potential additional semantics at this point. This is because the constraints regarding application classes are supplied by the domain expert and thus should be captured early, during the analysis phase. Of course, constraints regarding implementation-and user-interface classes can be determined during the object design phase only, w h e n t h e respective objects are designed into the class diagram.
In general note that in order to determine the proper category of a part-of relationship, two directions can be followed. First, the category may be chosen by considering the way objects behave in the real world, e.g., Room dependent, exclusive part-of House. This direction is predominant in the analysis phase and should result in a model that more closely matches the real world. Second, the category may be determined according to the way the system analyst/designer wants (arti cial) objects to behave. This direction will mainly be followed after implementation-and interface-speci c classes are supplied. If, for example, the deletion of some data structure shall imply the deletion of all its nodes that are not part of any other data structure, the nodes should be speci ed as deletiondependent, shared parts. Alternatively, if the nodes are to survive the deletion of their encompassing data structure, they must be speci ed as independent.
In order to acquire the proper category of part-of relationship, the analyst inquires the domain expert by employing a natural language phrasing of the constraints. Considering the context, the term "part" can be substituted by one of its synonyms, such as: area, bit, branch, component, constituent, department, district, division, factor, fraction, fragment, piece, portion, quarter, region, Section, sector, segment, share, slice. 3 This process allows the analyst to determine the proper constraints and natural language terms of individual partof relationship categories. Next, these natural language wordings can be put down in the data dictionary and the equivalent, but more concise speci cations using cardinality bounds plus constraints, whenever necessary, can be associated with the part-of links in the class diagram (either manually or automatically). In brief, we believe that natural-language wording of constraints is perfectly justied and superior for the act of acquisition, but it should not intervene with more concise speci cations within a formal model. Also, in order to introduce as few new keywords as possible, cardinality bounds should be used along with other constraints in the class model.
Considering UML, the notion of stereotypes appears well suited for the speci cation of individual constraints as a complement to cardinality bounds. UML's stereotypes provide a generic means of meta-classi cation in that they can be associated with any UML concept or relationship. In this way, the language stays extensible with regard to new constructs. Hence we suggest to introduce one stereotype for each constraint that cannot be expressed solely by specifying cardinality bounds (see Section III-B). The notation used for stereotypes is to enclose the stereotype name in guillemots ( ), as in dependent . An example showing an outline of a class diagram in which part-of relationships are associated with stereotypes was discussed in Section III-C (see Figure 12 ).
Below w e g i v e a nal word on relationships where it is unclear whether they should be modeled as part-of. Since we are not capable of providing a 100% clear-cut, contextindependent borderline between the part-of relationship and an ordinary association, we suggest that in dubious cases the procedure for determining whether to use part-of be reversed. First, nd whether any constraint regarding part-of is applicable. If this is the case, make the relationship part-of otherwise the relationship can stay as a symmetric association.
We think this order of modeling is justi ed, since we have de ned the categories regarding exclusiveness and dependence in precise terms. Consequently, inquiring users or domain experts should result in an unambiguous statement of the individual categories. We do not say, h o wever, that nding the constraints is trivial, just that a properly skilled analyst has a solid basis for deciding which constraints to include in a model. 25] proposed to distinguish part-of relationships from other reference relations. Their proposal and implementation within the ORION OODB, which provide parts with additional semantics, have had a major impact on future work. According to 25], a part-of link (referred to as a \com-posite reference") from object p to object w can be further classi ed to be either shared or exclusive and, orthogonal to this, can be either dependent or independent. An exclusive part-of reference from p to w means that p is part of only w, while a shared part-of reference from p to w means that p is part of w and possibly other objects. The semantics of part-of references, either exclusive or shared, are further re ned on the basis of whether a part depends on the existence of its parent object. In this dimension, a part-of reference may be dependent or independent. A dependent part-of reference from p to w means that the existence of p depends on the existence of w, whereas an independent part-of link does not carry this semantics. The notation used to specify the additional semantics of part-of references is to extend the attribute de nition part of an object with optional categories of the form:
AttributeName :composite TrueOrNil] :exclusive TrueOrNil] :dependent TrueOrNil] Note that Kim et al.'s approach does not specify whether part-of links may be updated, for example, in order to associate a part with a new whole-object as is the case when a part is reused. Also note that the authors of 25] do not relate part-of categories to min:max cardinality constraints commonly being used in ER and related diagrams ( 43] ). Based on Kim's research, part-of relationships have been employed to signi cantly improve techniques for clustering, authorization, and locking in object-oriented databases 25].
In the sequel, several authors have proposed to still further re ne the semantics of part-of links, by adding further categories of part-of links. For example, 21] suggests to add (amongst others) mandatory versus optional component objects and, referring to 2], recursive v ersus nonrecursive complex objects. The dimension mandatory versus optional speci es whether a complex object can or cannot exist without a component of a given type. The distinction between recursive and non-recursive complex objects refers to whether a complex object may h a ve objects of the same type as components, such as a linked list of lists. The terms \component" object (as opposed to part) and \com-plex" object (as opposed to composite or whole-object), however, indicate that the dimensions mandatory/optional and recursive/non-recursive apply as well in the case of general aggregation and thus are not speci c characterizations of part-whole relationships.
Iivari 21] further continues to interpret the categories mandatory/optional and those introduced in 25] in terms of cardinality constraints. In particular, dependence of a part on a whole-object is set equal to a minimum cardinality of one in the sense that a part p is part-of at least one whole w. In our opinion, a dependent part-of reference, as introduced in 25], implies a minimum cardinality of one on the component side, however, the reverse side of the implication does not necessarily hold. This is because a minimum cardinality of one does not prohibit that the single object being referenced may be mutated. The latter constraint, however, is implicit in Kim et al.'s rules that explicitly require the deletion of a part in the case of the deletion of \its parent object," without an option to \substitute" the whole-object for another one and thereby still comply with the cardinality constraint. In any way, while creation and deletion of part and whole objects are addressed in the literature, this does not seem to be the case for updates regarding part-of relationships.
A re nement regarding part semantics, in particular, is given in 18]. The authors distinguish between inter-class and intra-class exclusiveness in the same way we did in Section III-B.1. Further, Halper et al. take up Kim et al.'s interpretation of dependence and suggest to apply it equally in the reverse, i.e., has-part, direction. Thereby i t can be speci ed whether the existence of a composite object depends on the existence of one particular part-object. Interestingly, the authors explicitly distinguish between essentiality and dependence. An essential relationship is one which m ust always refer to one existent object, irrespective to which one within one type. It is therefore equivalent t o a cardinality constraint whose upper and lower bound are both equal to one. A dependent relationship, in addition, has the semantics that the deletion of a whole-object will cause the deletion of its dependent parts and it does not have the constraint o f h a ving an upper bound of one. Note that 18], like 25], use attribute categories like \has-interexcl-part" in order to enrich object speci cations with part semantics.
Contrary to Kim et al. 25] and Halper et al. 18] , the authors of UML introduce just one special category of aggregation which they refer to as composition or by-value aggregation. Composition is a form of aggregation with strong ownership and coincident lifetime of part and whole objects and it is graphically distinguished from ordinary association by lling the aggregation diamond.
A highly interesting, untraditional categorization of general semantic relationships is presented in 48]. The authors introduce dimensions like v ariety, v ariance, mutability, e xibility of relationships in the context of untyped languages like Smalltalk and show, how these relationship properties can be reengineered from Smalltalk code.
A constructive approach to classifying part-whole relationships is followed by Gerstl and Pribbenow 16] . The basic idea underlying the classi cation is that each part-whole relation represents a di erent w ay of partitioning a whole into parts. Thus, partitions based on the compositional structure of the whole, resulting in permanent decompositions, are distinguished from partitions which are arbitrary, driven by internal features or external criteria and result in parts that are temporary. A further decomposition of the rst category leads to the subcategories: complexcomponent, collection-element, and mass-quantity. Within the second category, subcategories based on parts being segments, pieces, or portions are proposed. The authors show the relevance of their categorization for the special domain of modeling physical objects by proposing a system for reasoning about parts in this domain. However, general, computational properties like those discussed in 48] and in this paper are not considered.
B. Related R esearch on the Notion of Dependence
In the literature there exist several interpretations of the notion of dependence. The term \existential dependecy" has frequently been used, although in di erent settings and with di ering semantics. Chen's original description in the in uential paper on the ER Model 9] points to an ultimate closeness of the notion of existential dependency and the notion we chose to refer to as lifetime dependency 24]. Chen writes: \In certain cases, the entities in an entity set cannot be uniquely identi ed by the values of their own attributes thus we must use a relationship(s) to identify them. For example, consider dependents of employees: dependents are identi ed by their names and by t h e v alues of the primary key supporting them (i.e. by their relationships with employees). : : : ] For example, one employee may have n (= 0, 1, 2, : : : ) dependents, and the existence of the dependents depends on the existence of the corresponding employee."
In a later paper 10], Chen refers to the above situation as ID dependency (identi cation dependency) and notes that \ : : : most ID dependencies are associated with existence dependencies. However, existence dependency does not imp l y I D d e p e n d e n c y ."
In the sequel, most authors (e.g., 44], 12]) tend to equate existential dependency (of some dependent entity type on an independent e n tity t ype) with a minimum cardinality of one on the side of the independent type. This interpretation leads one to equate the notions of mandatory or essential relationship and existentially dependent relationship. We t h us clearly need to distinguish between lifetime dependent relationships that we propose to denote by t h e dependent constraint, on the one hand, and the mandatory or existentially dependent relationships, on the other hand.
An even stronger constraint regarding the dependence of one object (the component) on another object (the composite) is introduced in 8] in the context of composition links in the object-oriented model O*. In O*, a composition link serves to associate an object with one of its properties that, in turn, may be an object. As a consequence, one object, the composite, may fully contain another object, the component. The composition link induces a strong coupling of the life-cycles of the composite and the component object(s).
According to 8] there is a simple composition link be- Consequently, simultaneous creation/deletion of composite and component objects are required in the case of a simple composition link. In the case of a multiple composition link in O*, at least one of the parts have to ful ll this criterion. Both cases are even stronger restrictions on object life-cycles than creation/deletion implication, as dened for lifetime dependence introduced in Section III-B.2. The above discussion might tempt one to introduce another category in the dependence/independence dimension, such as \strongly dependent" and associate it with the semantics of O* composition links. We refrain from this for two reasons: rst, deletion implication (i.e., delete(p) delete (w)) su ces to justify a cascaded deletion of dependent objects second, the semantics of composition links can be obtained by imposing the dependent constraint o n both link directions, the part-of and the has-part direction, showing mutual dependence between whole and part objects.
VI. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper has revisited part-whole relationships with emphasis on clarifying and re ning the semantics of partwhole relationship categories and on proposing novel categories based on the interdependence of the life-cycles of part-objects and composites. In the latter respect, we found object-oriented (OO) models particularly well suited for capturing dynamic aspects since, unlike their semantic ancestors, OO-models provide means for capturing the behavior of objects along with their structure. In Section II we argued that part-of relationships are important and cognitively grounded means of structuring OO models. In this context, we illustrated that rst experiments with basing a class model on a partonomy of the underlying application leads to a transparent and understandable structure of the class model and furthermore results in simpler statetransition diagrams. Section III clari ed and re ned categories based on the dimensions of exclusiveness and dependence of parts, and it proposed a concise notation that can be employed to extend object-oriented analysis and design models, such as OMT or UML. Further, we analyzed the notion of dependence in more detail, focusing on dynamic aspects. In particular, part-of categories were proposed that all share the property of being based on constraints regarding the sequence and/or propagation of events (operations) such as creation, interconnection, disconnection, and deletion of part-and whole-objects. Finally, Section III-C showed the applicability of our approach in terms of a demonstrative example. In Section IV we gave some guidelines on specifying part-of categories during the development process. We argued that categories that re ect application speci c knowledge can be captured as early as in the analysis phase. Finally, Section V discussed related research on part-whole relationship categories and on the notion of dependence.
A nal issue that provokes vast discussion is the question: in how far are the constraints found relevant for describing part-of relationships related to the properties of these relationships (see Section II-A, namely spatial/temporal proximity, propagation of structure/behavior, particular constellation of parts)? Our thinking in this respect is the following: Categories of relationships in general are derived from the presence (or absence) of various kinds of constraints, regarding, for example, syntactic domains and ranges, cardinality bounds, subset/superset relations between extents of domain and range types, lifetime dependence, and event sequences. Despite the diversity of the constraint t ypes, all capture some of the semantics of the real world in order to allow conceptual information models to capture more meaning. Hence, an important t a s k i s t o nd constraints, that are relevant for part-whole relationships in many cases, rather than looking for ones that are exclusively relevant for the latter.
As an example of properties that are particularly (although not uniquely!) relevant for part-of relationships consider (lifetime) dependence. It equally characterizes role-objects, such as the author object in Author dependent-on Person. Nevertheless, dependence is much less likely to accompany arbitrary associations and, by de nition, never accompanies the member-of relationship 33]. Furthermore, for example, operation-propagation is re ected by the fact that the deletion of a whole-object implies the deletion of a dependent part. Also, creationimplication as well as deletion implication can be seen as examples of operation-propagation. Furthermore, both implications support the temporal proximity of part and whole objects.
In order to keep notational extensions minimal, we a pplied the strategy of using traditional cardinality bounds whenever we found them adequate. Nevertheless, a natural language wording of constraints such as \is the existence of the whole essential to the existence of the part" might prove better in order to acquire a constraint from a domain expert in the analysis process. We believe, however, that the formal notation should stay as concise as possible. Remaining constraints, such as the dependence or immutability constraint, required some additional notation.
As a result of our work we found that it is worthwhile to distinguish part-of relationships from arbitrary associations or attributes for several reasons:
I. part-of relationships, in a restricted sense as de ned in section II, are transitive. This property can be exploited, for example, for query evaluation and for reasoning II. part-of relationships tend to form partonomies such that potential operation propagation can have f a r reaching e ects also, dynamic models such a s state-transition diagrams tend to be simpler if organized along a system's part structure III. considering the part structure of a system leads to simple initial models that can be understood and extended easily IV. categorization of part-of relationships helps to derive operational properties/constraints, such a s deletion dependence, that can be built into programs to make them shorter and more reliable. We further propose to distinguish between the part-of and the member-of relationship because only the former is transitive and because member-of, by de nition 33], is independent and shared.
There is, however, a lack of programming language support for object composition. Although the concept of delegation 50] is well suited to implement operation propagation, all constraints induced by part-of categories need to be coded manually and the resulting code segments must essentially be repeated at each occurence of the constraint. Undoubtedly, this has unfavorable e ects on code length and maintainability. In databases, the use of triggers can somewhat alleviate this problem, although, in our view, triggers are by no means a transparent way of treating generally occurring constraints. Thus, we encourage further research to address programming support for part-of relationships similarly to the way there exists programming support for generalization/specialization. Our own contribution in this respect is the application and re nement of OO design patterns 15], in particular the Template Method pattern, in order to implement reusable code fragments for some of the constraints introduced in this article, such as creation-implication and deletion-implication. Immutability can be handled fairly easily be declaring references to be constant. In our view, however, full programming language support of part-of relationship categories requires compilers that can handle keywords re ecting the individual constraints in a way analogous to the support of keywords used to express inheritance relationships and overriding. Regarding the constraints along the dependence/independence dimension it was argued in Section III-B.2 that they depend on object life-cycles. Rather than introducing temporal logic or process algebra formalisms, we employ UML's sequence diagrams to specify constraints on events and event sequences on part and whole objects (compare Figure 13) .
Sequence diagrams provide an intuitive w ay of specifying legal, time-based orderings of events (operations) between objects. For each object participating in an interaction, a vertical \life line" is drawn. Multiple objects having the same type may be collapsed into one life line. Events are shown as horizontal arrows. Special notation is provided for events that create or delete objects (compare Figure 13) , constraints are enclosed in curly brackets.
The diagram in Figure 13 models legal event sequences between a (lifetime) dependent part object p 1 , a whole object w 1 and arbitrary other objects interacting with p 1 and w 1 . These other objects are collapsed into one (arti cially constructed) object referred to as \anyObject". Note that the three subconstraints making up dependence, namely creation implication, immutability, and deletion implication, can be extracted from Figure 13 by considering its upper, middle, and lower Section, respectively. The upper Section is delimited by the markers a and b, the middle Section starts with b and ends with c a n d the lower Section starts with c and ends with d. Further note that Figure 13 speci es the dependence constraint for totally exclusive and selectively intraclass exclusive part-of relationships. Dependent part-of relationships that allow for some degree of sharing (i.e. shared, interclass-, intraclass, selectively exclusive relationships) are discussed in Section III-B.2. In order to use the sequence diagram from Figure 13 to include such relationships, w 1 has to be interpreted as the last of all wholeobjects having p 1 as a part.
